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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nonlinear equations of the form 
Tw+F(w) =o WE9, (‘> 
where a is a Banach space, T is a linear operator and F is a nonlinear operator, 
arise naturally in a number of situations in both pure and applied mathematics 
and have received considerable attention in recent years. In one important 
series of papers, Cesari [S, 61 extended the methods of Lyapunov and Schmidt 
and showed that finding solutions of certain equations of the form (t) in which 
F is a “large nonlinearity” is equivalent to finding solutions of an alternative 
finite-dimensional problem. The methods of [5, 61 were subsequently 
generalized by Bancroft, Hale and Sweet [4], Locker [17], Hale [12], 
Gustafson and Sather [lo, 111, Sweet [24] and others (e.g., see [12] and the 
references therein). In particular, it is shown in [12, p. 131 that if ~zY is a 
Hilbert space, F is everywhere defined and Lipschitz continuous, and T is 
an operator with compact resolvent, then a suitable finite-dimensional 
alternative problem always exists. All of the above methods have been shown 
to be applicable to classes of semilinear boundary value problems for 
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differential equations in the particular case where g is a Hilbert space, 
T is selfadjoint, and the eigenfunctions of T are complete. 
In the present paper we consider a class of equations of the form (‘) 
wherein .% is a Hilbert space 2 and T is not necessarily selfadjoint; by 
introducing some methods which are appropriate for a wide variety of 
semilinear boundary value problems for ordinary and partial differential 
equations, we show by constructive methods that the problem of the existence 
of solutions of such equations can alzuays be reduced to a finite-dimensional 
alternative problem. More specifically, we consider an equation of the form 
Lw + N(w) = 0 WE%, (7 
where 2 is a real Hilbert space with norm /j . jl and inner product (., .), L 
is a linear operator and N is a nonlinear operator; the operator N may also 
depend upon additional variables and parameters. Our basic assumption 
throughout on L is that: 
(L1) L: S(L) --f 2, 9 zz z%(L) is dense in A“, C?2 is a Hilbert space with 
respect to a norm (1 . Ill (with corresponding inner product (e, .)1) and 
(a) on 2, j/ . /(r and the L-norm are equivalent norms, i.e., there is 
a positive constant c such that 
c-l(llLu II + II * II> G II u Ill G 41 Lu II + il a Iii for all u E 53, 
(b) the identity mapping of (3, /I ./r} into -2 is compact and the 
resolvent 6$(L) of L exists for some A. 
Under these assumptions, L is a closed operator with a finite-dimensional 
null space and a closed range, R,(L) is compact for all X in the resolvent set 
p(L) of L, and the spectrum a(L) of L consists of a finite or countable set of 
eigenvalues with no finite limit point (e.g., see [9, p. 1841). Our basic 
assumption throughout on N is as follows: 
(Nl) (a) N is defined on 3 (i.e., B(N) 3 SS(Lj), 
(b) M satisfies an e-Lipschitz condition of the following type: there 
exists E > 0 such that if w, , w2 E 23 then 
il N(w3 - Wwdl < dill wl Illi , Ill wg Ii13 Ill w1 - 2~~ IlIE 
where 4: l&P ---f [0, XI) is monotone nondecreasing in both 
arguments. Here, for E > 0 and 0 < a(e) < co, I)! zu /IjE = 
E (1 Lzu jJ + a(e) (1 w /I whenever w E 53. 
We remark that, because of existing coerciveness and Sobolev-type in- 
equalities, the hypothesis (Nl) is especially appropriate for the study of 
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boundary value problems which arise in the theory of semilinear elliptic 
partial differential equations (see, for example, the discussion in [l 1, Section 
41). Under the basic hypotheses (Ll) and (Nl), we consider then the nonlinear 
equation (*) wherein we allow the possibility that X = 0 is an eigenvalue 
of L. 
Besides guaranteeing that the operator L is closed, the coerciveness 
assumption in (Ll) (i.e., /j zl /I1 < ~(11 Lu 11 + /I u 11) for all u E 9) also plays an 
important role in our formulation of suitable finite-dimensional alternative 
problems; the definitions of the various subspaces involved are given in 
Section 2 and the basic lemma required for our approach is also stated there 
as Lemma 3. In Section 3 we formulate the desired alternative problems 
under the following additional important assumption on L (I,+ and Z+ 
denote the complexifications of L and Z, and (L-I-)* denotes the adjoint of 
L’): 
(L2) The generalized eigenvectors of (L+)* are complete in %f, i.e., they 
are linearly dense in Z+. 
Although our main goal in the present paper is the formulation of suitable 
finite-dimensional alternative problems and not the solution of the resultant 
alternative problem in specific cases, in Section 4 we describe some examples 
involving non-selfadjoint operators L for which one can also solve the 
resultant alternative problem. In Section 5, we show that our general approach 
applies to a wide variety of semilinear boundary value problems for ordinary 
and partial differential equations. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEIMX~S AND RESULTS 
Let Z be the real Hilbert space introduced in Section 1, and assume that 
L satisfies assumption (Ll). Let Z+ be the complexification of 3. Then, 
after an appropriate identification, we may assume that Z@ is a subspace of 
X+ (considered as a real space) and that elements of X+ may be represented 
in the form 4 = f + ig where f, g E &’ and i2 = -1; the norm and inner 
product on Z+ are denoted by /If + z& j/f = (IIf//' + 11 g j12)lp and 
(f+ 2, h + w- = (f9 A) + (g, 4 + i[(g, A) - (f, WI, 
respectively. Let L+ be the complexification of L. Then 9(L+) = 
{f + ig : f, g E Q(L)} is dense in Z?+ and 3(L+) is complete with respect to 
the norm Ilf + ig 11: = (11 f 11: + /I g [/:)1/2 (which corresponds to the inner 
product (f-t &, h + i% = (f, 4 + (g,Q + 4Q,J~), - (f, J&l). More- 
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over, on g(Lf), the [! * [I: norm and the L+-norm are equivalent so that, in 
particular, 
In addition, the identity mapping from {g&f), j/ . [I:> into A“+ is compact, 
and the resolvent R&L+) exists for some A. Hence Lf is a densely-defined, 
closed operator with compact resolvent so that its spectrum a&+) consists of 
a discrete sequence of eigenvalues {A,), each A$ has finite algebraic multiplicity, 
and the sequence has no finite limit points. 
Let Pk+ be the spectral projection associated with the eigenvalue A, and 
L+, i.e., 
where CI: is a contour lying in p(L+) and containing only the eigenvalue A, 1 
and let 
be the spectral projection associated with A, ,..., A, . Let I’,+ = I - U,+ 
and let %‘n+ and Vn+ be the subspaces of SF+ defined by @,+ = B(Un+) 
[the range of U,+] and Yrn+ = S?(V,+). Then %%+ C 9(L+) and 
where, here and in the sequel, &(L+, Ai) d enotes the algebraic eigenspace (or 
generalized null-space) of L+ - hi. If we now set La+ = L+ jl,+. (the 
restriction of L+ to a%+) and L,+ = L+ 19cL+,n7cc + then La+: +Za+  %a+ 
and L,f: 9(L+) n Vn+ --t Kfl+. Moreover, 23(L+)'n -y^,+ is dense in Yn+ 
(e.g., see [9, p. 103]), a&+) = (A1 ,..., A,}, L,+ is an operator with compact 
resolvent, and u(L,+) = &+r , A,,, ,...I. The following lemma is basic to 
our approach; it is closely related to a result of Sattinger [23, p. SOS]. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that L satisfies (L2). Then, jar any m > 0, fheve 
exists an integer J such that 11 CJ (1: > nz jj 4 j[f for every (b E 9(L+) A Fn+ 
whenever n 3 J. 
Proof. Let g+ denote the Hilbert space {Ci?(L+), 11. \I:>, and recall that 
B+ is compactly embedded in Zf. Let 0 < ail < 01~ Q -0. be the eigenvalues 
505/17/r-2 
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of the form (., .): with respect to the form (., *)+ and let $1, & ,... be the 
corresponding normalized eigenvectors, i.e., 
Then lim,z,, CX, = CD and {& ,+s ,... > is a complete orthonormal set in S+ 
since the eigenvectors of a selfadjoint operator with compact inverse form a 
complete set (e.g., see [13, p. 277 and p. 3231). Moreover, since ~l~(+~, &J+ = 
(~j , q&Jr, (qS1 , qS2 ,... } is also an orthogonal set in 9+. 
Let WI > 0 be given and choose k so that 01~~~ 3 21~9. Now choose 
211 >-.-, % , each a linear combination of generalized eigenvectors of (Lf)*, 
such that 
II vj - $j II+ < 1/(2k)l” j = l,..., k, 
and let J be such that 
VI ,..., Vk E c&Y- zs i @ q(L+)*, Aj). 
j=l 
Then, since [sp(vr ,..., vk)]’ 3 W1 = -y;“, we see that 
(2.3) 
Let $ E %+(I,+) be such that (+, q)+ = 0 (j = I,..., k) and j/ 4 IIf = 1. Then 
I(& +jj>’ I = I($, +j - Vj>+ I < II +j - Vj II+ < 1/(2k)l’” j = l,.-*, k 
so that, if 
Qk:d = c Cd> A>+ $2. > 
j@ 
we have 11 Q& I/+ < 1/2l/s. Moreover, since {#r , c$~ ,...> is an orthogonal set 
in q+, 
(2.4) 
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for all 9 Em such that ($, vj)+ = 0 (i = l,..., k) and 114 I/+ = 1. 
Combining (2.4) with (2.3) we have 
which implies the desired result. 
As a corollary of Lemma 1 we have the following result which we state as 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that L satisjies (Ll) and (L2). Then, for n wficiently 
Zarge, (L,+)-I: $;L+ --j 9(L+) n Vn+ exists and lim,O,, \i(L,+)-l 11 = 0. 
Proof. If $ E 9(L+) then by (2.1), 
Let wz > 0. By Lemma 1 there exists K such that Ij 4 11: > Zc(m + 1) Ij $ I/+ 
for all 4 E G&5+) n V %+ if n > K. Thus, for n >, K, /j L++li+ > m \I$ I/+ 
for all 4 E 9(L+) n $2’. Hence, for n >, K, (L,+)-l exists and il(L,,z+)-l w I/+ < 
(l/m) (1 w //+ for all w E Vn+. 
The following observations are consequences of the fact that Lf is a real 
operator on #+. Since L+$ = A$ if and only if L+$ = A$, the eigenvalues of 
Lf occur in conjugate pairs, and X and x have equal geometric and algebraic -- 
multiplicities with N(L+ - A) = Jlr(L+ - A) and S(L+, A) = %(L+, A). 
Here& denotes the complex conjugate of 4 and S denotes the set of conjugates 
of all elements in S. If h = A, is a real eigenvalue of L+ then Jlr(L+ - A,,) = ____ 
JV(L+ -q, @(L+, A,) = %(L+, A,), and L+(f + &) = X,(f + Eg) if and 
only if Lf = h,f and Lg = &g; moreover, if M(L - A,)+ and %(L, A,)+ 
denote the complexifications of N(L - A,) and @(L, A,), respectively, then 
N(L+ - A,,) = .N(L - A,)+ and @(L+, A,) = %(I,, A,)+ so that the geometric 
(algebraic) multiplicities of A, with respect to L and L+ are equal. 
For the remainder of the paper we assume that the eigenvalues {A,> of L+ 
are ordered in such a way that conjugate pairs are adjacent to each other in 
the sequence A,, A, ,... . Now let n be such that (A, ,..., A,) contains the 
conjugate of each of its elements. Then U,+$ = Li,+$ for every 4 E X’ so 
that U,+ is also a real operator on A? and U,,* is the complexification of 
Un = rj;,+ 1% ; similarly, V,+ = I - U,+ is a real operator on Zd- and 
V,+ is the complexification of V, s V,+ ] 2 . Moreover, since the projections 
UT%+ and l/‘,+ commute with L+, the projections U, and V, commute with L. 
Finally, let us note that if A, is real then Pk+ is a real, operator and Pk = Pk+ 12 
is a projection of &Y onto @(L, hk). 
We are now ready to define some useful subspaces of the real Hilbert space 
%, and to formulate the main lemma of our approach. Let %‘Z/,+ = B(U,+) 
and Vn+ = 9?( V,+) be as above and let %Vn and Vn be the images of X under 
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U,+ and l7,,+, respectively, i.e., %n =,9( U,) and Vn = %‘( V,); in particular 
then X = a, @ Kn for each n. Let us note that one can also define Yc to 
be the “set of first components” of elements in Vn+, i.e., 
Vn = {f E SC: (f + ig) E Yc+ for some g E ZP}. 
If we now set L, = L IQ and L, = L /acL,n+fla then Lo : &n -+ 4Yn and 
¶G- L, : 9(L) n V;z --+ -z.f$ with JO(L) n’ Kfi dense in Vn . The required properties 
of L, are described in the following lemma. The lemma is stated under the 
implicit assumption that {h, , h, ,..., h,} always contains the conjugate of 
each of its elements and that the indicated limit is taken through such values 
of n. 
LEMMA 3. If L satisfies (Ll) and (L2) then, for n su$ciently large, 
L;l : Vn -+ 9(L) n Kz exists and lim,,, /I L;ljj = 0. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, if m > 0 then there exists K such 
that 
II L+# II+ 3 iv.? II 4 II+ (2.5) 
for all + E 9(L+) n “y,+ whenever n > K. Let v E 9(L) n $2. Since 
9(L+) n Ynf is the complexification of S?(L) n Yrn and 9(L) n Y’/“, is a 
linear space, we see that v + i0 belongs to 9(L+) n Y$+. Hence, letting 
4 = v + i0, (2.5) re d uces to IlLv jJ > m II v II which implies the desired 
result. 
3. FINITE-DIMENSION&\L ALTERNATIVE PROBLEMS 
Let .P be the real Hilbert space introduced in Section 1, and let L be an 
operator which satisfies (Ll) and (L2). Let the projections U, and V, , and 
the subspaces 4Yn and Vn be defined as in Section 2. Throughout this section 
we only consider values of n for which {;\1 ,,.., h,} contains the conjugate of 
each of its elements. In particular we then have X = &,‘d,, @ Fn for each 
such n. 
Let us now assume that w E 5@(L) is a solution of 
Lw + N(w) = 0. (*I 
Then, for any fixed n, w can be written uniquely as w = u + v where u E ‘4Vn 
and v E g(L) n “y, . Therefore, since the projections U, and V, commute 
with L, equation (*) can be written as the system 
Lv + V,N(u + v) = 0, (I)’ 
Lu + U,N(u + v) = 0. (II)’ 
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On the other hand, if u E %)ln and TJ E 9(L) n Cy;, is a solution pair of the 
system (I)‘, (II)’ then zu = (U + ZJ) E .93(L) an d w is a solution of the equation 
(*>. Thus, equation (*) is equivalent to the system (I)‘, (II)‘. 
We assume for the remainder of this section that n is so large that 
Kz = CL lmw-J1: *r/;, --+ 9(L) n Y<, exists (see Lemma 3). As a further 
consequence of Lemma 3 we note that lim,,, 11 K, // = 0. It is convenient 
to introduce the operator K, and to rewrite the system (I)‘, (II)’ in the form 
v+K,V,N(u+v) =o, (1) 
Lu + LT,N(u + v) = 0. (11) 
Thus, in order to determine a solution zu E B(L) of Eq. (*) it suffices to first 
solve the auxiliar~~ equation (I) for z, -= V(U) and to then solve a finite- 
dimensional alternative problem of the form 
Lu + U,N(u + v(u)) = 0 uEqln. (II)” 
The following theorem yields a solution of the auxiliary Eq. (I). It is 
formulated under the implicit assumption that the parameter E in the E-norm 
can be made arbitrarily small; that this is indeed the case for a wide variety 
of semilinear boundary value problems in ordinary and partial differential 
equations is a consequence of some well-known coerciveness and Sobolev- 
type inequahties (see [I 11). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that L satisfies (Ll) and. (L2) and N satisjes (Nl). 
Su$pose that there exists a subsequence of projections (V,S and a constant b 
su.A that 11 Vn, 11 < b (k = 1,2,...). Let p > 0 be given a&d suppose that E is 
such that cb[2pq(2p, 0) + (1 N(O)(j] < p/2 and Ebq(2p, 2p) <‘l/4. Wizen tlzere 
exists an integer k, such that, for each k 3 k, afzd for each u E %,Ex- satisfying 
/I\ II /IIE < p, Eq. (I) has a unique solution ~1 = v(u) which belongs to the ball 
Ii1 uIlIE d P in B(L) n “1’,, . Moreover, for each k > k, azd for u E eT1,. such 
that j/j u j/lE < p, the solution v(u) depends cmtinuously on u in the ~-no&z. 
Proof. Since for each k, L j91L)nY “b is closed, the linear space 9(L) n $2 
k 
is complete in the E-norm and, hence, we may empIoy the contraction 
mapping principle in the Banach space (28(,5) n V&, iI/ * ii\J. Let 
v f 9(L) n Ysk and, for each k and each u E %‘,2k ) define the mapping 
qv, u) = -KnnvnkN(u f v). (3.1) 
(For the sake of convenience, the subscripts zzk are omitted throughout the 
remainder of the proof.) Then by the definition of K, F: 9[L) n Y -+ 
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B(L) n -Y. Moreover, for er, V* in 9(L) n V with [I[ v [[lE < p, [/I v* lllE < p 
and Ill * IIL -G P, 
= E II V(N(V” + u) - N(v + u))ll + a(c) II KqN(u* + 21) - N(fJ + u)Jll 
d II If- II [c + 44II K III dill zJ* + * IIIE > Ill EJ + * 1116) III v - v* Ill, 
< II VII k + 4411 Kill 4Gh 2P) Ill ‘u - v* l/L > (3.2) 
and 
Since Lemma 3 implies [j K%,: (j + 0 as K + a~, there exists A,, such that if 
K 3 $ then 
w4 !&3> a4 II Kk II < i and W~%&J~ 0) + II WUII II JG, II d 4~. 
Thus, for each R > k, and for each u E%~~ satisfying 111 u JIJE < p, the 
mappingF takes the ball I/[ v I(IE < p in B(L) n V’& into itself, and is a strict 
contraction. Therefore F has a unique fixed point w = V(U) in the ball 
jll w lljE < p which satisfies Eq. (I). The continuity of V(U) in the E-norm for 
[!I u [ljE < p is also a consequence of the above choices of E and R. 
Remark 3.1. It is shown in Section 5 that, for a wide variety of boundary 
value problems for semilinear ordinary and partial differential equations, 
the associated linear operators satisfy conditions (Ll) and (L2) in Theorem 1. 
In Theorem 1 we also imposed the condition that the projections Vnb have 
uniformly bounded norms. For a great many ordinary differential operators 
such a condition is consequence of their being spectral operators (e.g., see 
[g, p. 23471) in which case one even has [I V, (( < b for all positive integers n. 
For scalar ordinary differential operators this is discussed in Part (a) of 
Section 5. Theorem 1 also applies to operators defined by first order systems 
of ordinary differential equations together with periodic boundary conditions. 
More precisely, let L be defined by 
Lu = d + B(t)u 
for vector functions zc satisfying u(0) = u(2~), where B(t) is a matrix. Then 
L is easily seen to satisfy (Ll) and (L2) and it can also be shown that L is 
spectral so that the spectral projections are uniformly bounded. Hence 
Theorem 1 includes the recent results of Sweet [24]. On the other band, 
in the case of partial differential operators it is fortunate that only the weaker 
subsequence condition is required in Theorem 1 since much less is known 
about when a partial differential operator is a spectral operator. However, 
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in the Appendix we show by direct methods that the weaker subsequence 
condition holds for a large class of elliptic partial differential operators. 
The solution of Eq. (I) obtained in Theorem 1 leads to a finite-dimensional 
alternative problem which is stated as Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose thut L satisfies (Ll) and (L2), the projections J/FP,, 
are uniformly bounded as in Theorem 1, and N satis$es (N1). For given p* > 0, 
suppose that E mrd k satisfy the conditions ijz Theorem I so that, for jlj u l/Is < p*, 
Eq. (I) has a unique solutiolz ZI = u(u) which belongs to the ball jjj v jJIE < p* in 
9(L) n Y&. Then Eq. (*) has a solution zo in 9(L) ;f there exists an element 
u* E 4Xnc such that j/l u* j[jE < p* and II* satisfies Eq. (II)*. 
Remark 3.2. If N is such that the parameter E in the E-norm can be made 
arbitrarily small then Theorem 1 provides a solution 21 = Z.(U) of the auxiliary 
Eq. (I) without restricting the size of the E-norm of U, and Theorem 2 
provides us with a finite-dimensional alternative problem in which there is 
essentially no a priori restriction on the size of the E-norm of solutions U* 
of Eq. (II)“. 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section we consider some examples of the form (*) in which one 
can also solve the finite-dimensional alternative problem described in 
Theorem 2; in particular, we wish to give some examples in which one can 
exploit the fact that Eq. (I) can be solved by means of Theorem 1 for 
arbitrarily large jl u I]. The nonlinearities considered are closely related to 
various classes of everywhere defined “asymptotically linear” operators 
(e.g., see [14, p. 2061) and “q uasibounded” operators (e.g., see [20]). 
It is convenient to consider instead of (*) an equation of the form 
Lw+N(w) -f P-7 
where f is a given eIement of S. For the sake of simplicity we assume first 
of all that the operator L satisfies (Ll), (L2) and, in addition, the following 
hypothesis: 
(L3) (a) The operator Lf has only real eigenvalues Ch,}, each with algebraic 
multiplicity equal to one. 
(b) There exist positive constants c, 6, a and A, which are all 
independent of n, such that for any n. 
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(i) the spectral projections Pk corresponding to X, satisfy 
(ii) if u E&~ and v E “y, then I[ u + v (1 > S [I u 11, 
(iii) if {Ur , zca ,..., u,} is a basis of unit eigenvectors for &a with uj 
corresponding to X, , and if 
then alli <ll~ll<~AIlj, h w ere 1 5 1 denotes the Euchidean 
norm of 6. 
Let us remark that hypothesis (L3) is satisfied for a nontrivial class of operators 
of the form S + T where S is selfadjoint and T is a suitable, not necessarily 
symmetric, perturbation (see, in particular, the discussion at the end of part 
(a) in Section 5). 
We assume that N satisfies (Nl) with 9(N) = X, E = 0 and a(~) = 1, 
and also the following hypothesis: 
(N2) There exists p,, > 0 such that for 11 w jj > p,, , N is of the form 
NW) = Ml w Ilb + Ww) 
where $: IO,, , a) + [0, co) and Ad: 8 -+ H satisfy 
(a) 4 is continuous, nonincreasing and lim,,, 4(t) = 0, 
(b) there exist constants d > 0, e > 0 and y > 0 such that 
(i) for t > p0 , C(t) > dty-l 
(ii) for II wll 3 p. , II JI(w)ll < e. 
An admissible function $ is given by, for example, 
$5(t) = P/(1 + t”+lP) t>l, a:>o. 
In addition, it will be clear from the discussion to follow that many other 
classes of nonlinearities N can also be treated by related methods (e.g., see 
the remarks at the end of this section). 
Let n be fixed and let uj be the unit eigenvector associated with 
Aj(j = 1, 2,..., n). Then, if u E %Yn is written as 
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the alternative equation for (**) can be replaced by the equivalent system 
in BP 
where v(t) = v(u(E)) is d t e ermined as in Theorem 1, g3 = (PjUnf, uj) and 
XI = 0. We also note that if 1 .$ 1 > (~a/aG) then, by assumption (N2), the 
system (4.1) can be written as 
0 = xjtj + $(ll u(E) + 4E)li) fj + rAf) - gj (j = l,..., ?Z) (4.2) 
where rj = [PjU,M(u + v), uJ. 
Let us now assume that 0 = X, < X, < .*. and define & to be equal to 
the right hand side of (4.1) and set I/J = {$r ,..., Q,}. If for fixed n (tc be 
determined later) the finite-dimensional topological degree ~$4, S, 0) of 411 
at 0 relative to an open balI S is defined and d(+, S, 0) + 0, it follows from 
the basic existence theorem of degree theory that there exists a solution to 
in S of the equation #(t) = 0; th us, if L and N also satisfy (153) and (M2) 
then, by Theorem 2, for each f E %? there exists a solution zu* = 
u(&) + u(u(&J) of equation (**). 
As a first step in showing that d($, S, 0) is defined and does not vanish, 
we show that, for j/ u 11 + co, v(u) is a term of uniformly lower order than u 
in the sense that limlluilYm jl v(~)llj]j u jj = 0 and the limit is uniform with 
respect to n. If K, = (L l~(~)~.~,)-l as above then, by Lemma 3, there exists 
a, > 0 such that 11 K, (1 f a, (n = 1, 2,...). Let pr > p0 be such that 
c&t) < l/261, for t > pl. Then,since v(uj is a solution of the auxiliary 
equation for (**), it follows from (L3b) that, for /I u/j > pr = P$%, 
II u + v Ii > pl and 
so that 
II ZJ II d 24Ju + 4 II wu t v>il + 2%U + 4 llfil. 
Therefore, since 11 u + v 11 > 6 I/ u Ij and a,, c ano 6 are independent of n, 
we obtain the desired limit. 
As an immediate consequence of (N2b), part (iii) of (L3b) and the fact 
that V(U) is of lower order than u, we have, for sufficiently large ji u 11, 
II u + v II < 2 II ZJ II and 
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Moreover, since 
for w E sn (see part (iii) of (L3b)), we also have 
Using (4.2) and these last two inequalities, we see that, for 1 5 / sufficiently 
large, the vector field # satisfies 
5 ’ #(5> = f 4!fj2 + I 8 I2 $(I1 4%) + v<~)ll> + i Sj[rj(t) - gjl 
j=p i=l 
3 wwldl 51 y+l - a-lc I 55 I {II w4f) + 4E))!I + Ilfll). 
Since y > 0 and 11 u(E) + v(s)ll 3 6 [[ u(& > Sa 1 5 (, it now follows from 
(N2b) that if f* is sufficiently large then 5 .4(t) > 0 on 1 f / = f*. Thus, if 
& denotes the identity map in R” and if S denotes the ball [ f I < f* then 
d(#, S, 0) is defined and, by the Poincar&-Bohl theorem (e.g., see [7]), 
d($b,S,O)=d(in,S,O)=l. 
The arguments of the previous paragraph show that d($, S, 0) # 0 
provided that, for some fixed n, #(t) is e ne an continuous for ) 5 ] < t*. d fi d d 
However, since the choice of [* is independent of 11, it follows from Theorem 
1 that, for 11 zl/I < p* z 2&*, there exists a unique continuous solution 
v = g(u) of Eq. (I) provided that n, = n,(p*) is sufficiently large. Therefore, 
u(f) = v(u(~)) is defined and continuous for I f ] < 5” because 11 u(f)]/ < 
A I ,.$ I ,< iztT < p* whenever ] 6 I < 5”. The above arguments can then 
be used for some fixed R > ~z,-,(p*). 
Let us remark that under the same hypotheses on n’, one can also show that 
the function &(t) defined by the right hand side of (4.1) assumes opposite 
signs on the faces .$z == &:d of sufficiently large cubes %’ = ([ ~99~ : I [i I < d}, 
so that by Miranda’s version of the Brouwer fixed point theorem [21], for 
each f E Z, there exists a solution of Eq. (**); clearly, such an approach 
does not require that the eigenvalues of L be nonnegative but only that some 
hj = 0. More generally, if N satisfies (Nl) with 59(N) = 2 and N is such 
that Ij N(zu)~~/~~ w Ij -+ 0 as 11 w jj -> KJ and the function 
assumes opposite signs an the faces f1 = +d of a cube V, then by a similar 
argument, for eachjE Z, there exists a solution of Eq. (**). We also remark 
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that the conditions dim %(L, AJ = 1 in (L3) are overly restrictive. For 
example, if N satisfies (N2) then the Dirichlet problem 
AW + 2amz + (5 + U’)W + M(w) = f in Sz = (0, T) x (0, T) 
w==OonQ 
(4.3) 
can also be treated by the above methods; here a = constant, 
Lw = -Aw - 2awx - (5 + a”)w, dim N(L) = 2 
and f is a given element of A? = I;*(Q). S UC 1 1 examples should be compared 
with the results in [15]. Finally, in connection with all of the above examples, 
let us observe that the recent general results of Mawhin [19, 201 would also 
apply to such examples when fed?(L), however, the results in [19, 201 
require some modifications when f does not belong to the range of L. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we show that the results of Section 3 apply to some general 
classes of boundary value problems for semilinear ordinary and partial 
differential equations of the form (*). In particular then we must determine 
certain classes of ordinary and partial differential operators which satisfy 
not only conditions (Ll) and (L2) but are also such that the projections V, k 
in Theorem 1 have uniformly bounded norms. 
(a) Ordinary dzjkrential operators. For m even (m = 21) let D be the 
formal ordinary differential operator of order m defined by 
Du = (-1)Z f a,(t) u(L)(t) 
k=O 
where a, ,..., a, are real-valued, sufficiently smooth on [a, !r] and a,?,(t) > 0 
for a < t < b. Let aj and pj be Sturm-type boundary operators of the form 
where the + and ,Bjk are real, ajDj = Pi43 = 1 (j = l,..., 1>, and 
0 < p, <pz-1 ==I --* cp, <m-- 1, 
0 G qz -=c 41-l ( 0.. < q1 < ??Z - 1. 
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Let H, = HJa, b] be the Tnth Sobolev space on [a, b] with norm 
Now let L be the operator defined by 
9(L) = {u E H, : ap = /3p = 0 (j = I,..., I)} 
Lu = Du u E 9(L). 
(5.1) 
Then, considered as an operator on Z = -P[a, b], L is densely defined and, 
if the j] * i]r norm is chosen to be the 1) * llH, norm, then 5?(L) is complete in 
the IJ . II1 norm. Moreover, there is a positive constant c such that 
c-l(llLu II + II ZJ II> < II u Ill G c(llLu II + II 2.J II) 
for all u Ed. The first of these inequalities follows directly from the 
boundedness of the coefficients of L and the second is a standard a priori 
estimate for such operators (e.g., see [9, p. 1601). By the Rellich compactness 
theorem, {II Wh II * IId is compactly embedded in Z (e.g., see [l, p. 321). 
In addition, R,(L) exists for some h (e.g., see [2, p. 1451) so that the spectrum 
of L is discrete. Thus, L satisfies (Ll). Since the coefficients in L+ are smooth, 
the adjoint operator is given by 
(L+)*u = C (-l)“+z (a,u)(k), 
k=O 
D((L+)*) = (u E Hr, : u satisfies the boundary conditions 
which are adjoint to the given Sturm conditions). 
Since these adjoint conditions will again be Sturm-type conditions, it follows 
from known results (e.g., see [2, p. 1461) that the generalized eigenfunctions 
of (L+)* are complete in X. Thus, L also satisfies (L2). 
If we impose the further conditions that a,(t) = 1 and a,-, is in Cm[a, b] 
then there is a constant c such that 
for all finite sets I of integers. This is a consequence of the fact that such 
operators are spectral. For a complete discussion of spectral operators and 
a proof of this result see [8, pp. 2319-501. From (5.2) we obtain I[ V,+ [If < 
1 + c, and hence ]I V, 11 < 1 + c, for all n. Thus the condition that the 
projections Vr,k in Theorem 1 are uniformly bounded is satisfied for such 
operators. 
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Finally, let us note that, under the additional assumption that I,+ has only 
real eigenvalues (A,> with A, < A, < *me, ach A, having algebraic multiplicity 
1, L also satisfies the other conditions stated in assumption (L3) of Section 4. 
Condition (bi) follows directly from (5.2) and a proof of (biii) may be found 
in [18]. Since U,(U + v) = zl for u E@~ and z’ E ‘$% we see that I/ u jj < 
11 u, Ii II ZJ + YJ !I < c II u + 71 II ad th us condition (bii) holds with 8 = c-r- 
Hence if L is defined by (5.1) and if, for example, N satisfies (I\il) and (1!2), 
then it follows as in Section 4 that, for each f E Z, there exists a solution of 
the equation Lw + N(w) = f. 
(b) Partial differential operators. Let m be even (m = 21) and let D be 
an open bounded set in Rk with smooth boundary. Let E be the formal 
partial differential operator of order m defined by 
where we use the usual multi-index notation. We assume that the coefficients 
are real-valued, sufficiently smooth and bounded, and that E is uniformly 
strongly elliptic, i.e., there is a positive constant 71 such that 
for all x E Q, f E W. Let 6, ,..., bz be a system of smooth, real differential 
boundary operators where the order of each bj is less than m, the orders of the 
63 are distinct, and each point of the boundary aB of Q is noncharacteristic 
for the bj . Let P(Q) be the mth Sobolev space on 52 with norm 
Now let L be the operator defined by 
the closure in P(Q) of functions u E Cm(Q) 
B(L) = Isatisfying bp = 0 (j = I,..., I) 
(5.3) 
Lu = Ezr ZL cs 9(L). 
Then, considered as an operator in 2 = Z2(52), L is densely defined, and 
if the j/ * iI1 norm is chosen to be the i[ . [l,~x,o n rm then B(I,) is complete with 
respect to the I( * \I1 norm. Moreover, since the coefficients a,(x) are assumed 
to be bounded, 
II La II + II u II < constant II u Ill . 
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If, in addition, the boundary operators satisfy the so-called “complementing 
condition” (e.g., see [2, p. 1211) then we also have 
for all u EZ@(L) (e.g., see [2] and [3, p. 7041). The Rellich compactness 
theorem again implies that {9(L), 11 *iI,> is compactly embedded in 2. 
As for ordinary differential operators the adjoint operator (L+)* is given 
by the formal adjoint of the differential operator together with the adjoint 
boundary conditions. The adjoint boundary operators are smooth, are of 
distinct orders less than m, satisfy the complementing condition and X? is 
noncharacteristic for each of them (e.g., see [16, p. 1211). Thus the results of 
[2] apply to (L+)* as well as Lf. If one now further restricts the class of 
boundary value problems as in [2, Section 41, then R,(L) exists for some X and 
the generalized eigenvectors of (L+)* are complete in I/. These results hold, 
for example, if both the original boundary value problem and its adjoint 
are assumed to be “absolutely elliptic” or if the boundary value problem 
differs from a selfadjoint problem only in lower order terms of the operator 
and boundary conditions. For a complete discussion of these results we again 
refer the reader to [2]. Hence, for a wide variety of boundary value problems, 
the operator L defined by (5.3) satisfies both conditions (Ll) and (L2). 
The condition that the projections Vti, in Theorem 1 have uniformly 
bounded norms is more difficult to establish for partial differential operators. 
This is partly true because much less is known about the conditions under 
which partial differential operators are spectral. However, one can still obtain 
the desired subsequence result if, for example, one assumes that L is of the 
form L = A + B where A is a selfadjoint, positive definite operator with 
compact resolvent and B has sufficiently small norm. In the Appendix we show 
that for a large class of such elliptic operators there is a subsequence of 
integers n, < n, < -.*, and a constant b such that 
II b’n,ll < b k = 1, 2,... . (5.4) 
Hence, for a wide variety of boundary value problems for such operators L, 
the results of Section 3 apply; for example, if L = A + B is as indicated 
above and if N(w) = F(w, Dzu,..., Daw) where F is a polynomial and 
k + 2 I/3 1 < 2m, then for any E > 0, N satisfies an +Lipschitz condition 
of the type stated in (Nl) (see [l 1, Section 4]), so that the problem of finding 
solutions of the equation 
Lw + F(w, Dw,..., DBw) = 0 
can always be reduced to a finite-dimensional alternative problem. 
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APPENDIX 
In Theorem 1 of Section 3 we imposed the condition 1; F,* I\ < b 
(k = 1, 2?...) for some subsequence of integers n, < n2 < ...- For wide 
classes of ordinary differential operators such a condition is a consequence 
of their being spectral operators (see part (a) of Section 5). We now show 
that the desired uniform boundedness result on the projections JTR,% holds 
also for a large class of elliptic partial differential operators. 
Let A be a densely defined, selfadjoint positive definite operator with a 
compact inverse on a complex Hilbert space 2 f. Let (~~1 be the eigenvalues 
of A arranged in increasing order, counted according to geometric multi- 
plicity: 
0 <p1 <p-L$ < .‘.. 
Assume that there is a subsequence {Rj} of the positive integers and a positive 
number d such that 
for all i. Let B be a bounded operator on #+ with [/ B // < d/2. Under 
these conditions the eigenvalues of A + B are contained in the circles 
and if C = C, u C,,, v .*. u CkfP is a connected set not intersecting any 
of the other circles then C contains p + 1 eigenvalues of d + B, counting 
according to algebraic multiplicities (e.g., see [22]). Let the eigenvalues of 
A + B be denoted by A,, h, ,...; we can assume Aj E C, if Cj does not intersect 
any other circle and A, ,..., &,.,, E C = C, v ... u C,,.+z, if C is connected 
and does not intersect any other circle. For each j we now consider the 
projection U$.(A + B) associated with A, , h, ,..., h,Ll and d + B. We have 
the following 
THEOREM. There is a co?zstant b such that 
for all j. 
II U;,(A + B)ll+ < b (32) 
Proof. The argument in thii proof is very similar to that used in the proof 
of Theorem 4.15 of [13, p. 2931. Thus, we will only sketch the proof here 
and refer the reader to [13] for details. 
Letting rj be a contour which encloses pr ,..., Pi, , h, ,..., XJ:j and no other 
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eigenvalues of A or A + B, and denoting the projections associated with A 
by lJ@f), we have 
U;(A + B) = U;(A) + & 1 R,(A) B&(A)[I - B&(A)]-l dh. 
r, 
By a simple deformation of contour, 
U7;+,(A -+ B) = U;(A) + & [‘$I R,(A) BR,(A)[I - BRA(A)]-1 dX 
J 
where aj = 
Thus, 
 o.Lk, + ,q+J/2. Now, letting 6 = (P~,+~ - pQ2, we obtain 
Ij & j-+6: %(A> B&W - B%(~4N-1 Jx /I+ 
< II BIl+ m 
2-r s o (6” + t2)1/2 [(P ; t2)li2 - /I B [[+I 
< [I B [/+ (1 + 2 ” d” ‘If ) (d2 - 4(// B [[+)2)-lp. 
I/ U13(A + B)lj+ < 1 + j\ B I/+ (1 + 2 ” ‘f ‘If ) (d2 - 4(/l B lj’>“)-““. 
This completes the proof. 
We conclude this appendix with a brief discussion of the application of 
this result. We assume A is a selfadjoint elliptic operator which satisfies (B. 1). 
This would be the case if, for example, A is a selfadjoint elliptic operator 
of order m > k, where B is defined on L? in Rk; the eigenvalues of such 
operators satisfy an asymptotic estimate of the form (-cj > cjmlk, c > 0, 
(e.g., see [l, pp, 212-2171) so that (B.l) is clearly satisfied. If L = A + B 
where B is a bounded operator of norm less than d/2, then L is an admissible 
linear operator for Theorem 1. Finally, it should be noted that the use of 
the theorem in this appendix avoids the consideration of whether L is spectral. 
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